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Summary

The edges of networks and systems are located in many different places, but the ‘far edge’ is where
industrial IoT and AI will become truly powerful. Far edge computing involves the ability to process, and
take actions based on, high volumes of data very close to where that data is generated, often in complex
environments. This work is done by edge nodes and micro clouds that address issues including data
security, privacy, latency, and cost. For those without edge computing hardware infrastructure in place,
certified and highly capable edge appliances are now widely available.
A common challenge in such systems is that edge computing infrastructure may be occasionally or
permanently disconnected from central systems. Fortunately, technologies now exist to enable the
effective maintenance of such systems. Applications run on the far edge often start as simple, quick
time-to-value micro-apps, but the capabilities must be in place to evolve towards more intelligent
systems over time. In addition to the ability to evolve over time, the fundamental characteristics of an
edge platform should include plug-and-play simplicity, customizability, and support for disconnected
operations.
To help organizations more rapidly embrace the benefits of edge computing, Pratexo makes available
both an Edge Computing Technical Master Class and a Technology Assessment and Use Case Workshop.
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Defining the Far Edge
The ‘edge’ is many things to many people. Most can agree that centralized hyperscaler clouds
(like AWS and Azure) are definitely not the edge. Things start to get fuzzier when we talk about
the ‘datacenter edge’ or the ‘telco edge’. To keep things simple, this whitepaper primarily
concerns the ‘far edge’ where computing is done in very close proximity to where data is
generated and/or where an action needs to be taken, usually in real time.
For example, data on the far edge could be generated by an engine on a ship, a transformer in a
power distribution grid, an HVAC machine in a building, a motor on an offshore rig, or even by a
GPS in a commercial vehicle. These scenarios tend to be highly complex, in that there are
numerous machines, sensors, systems, and external variables in the environment that are
constantly changing.
For our purposes, an ‘edge node’ is simply a computer capable of processing information at the
edge. A sensor generating data or a simple gateway ingesting and forwarding data are not edge
nodes in this context. In general, most computers capable of running Linux or a similar
advanced operating system could potentially be a full-fledged edge node.
Diagram 1: Edge nodes at the far edge

Moving computing capability to the far edge has numerous advantages, including:
● Improved data security
● Reduced latency of operations based on data
● Increased privacy since fewer systems need to touch the data
● Compliance with laws and regulations
● Cost savings (relative to sending/processing all data in central clouds)
It has long been understood that a key barrier to more rapid and widespread adoption of
Internet of Things (IoT) systems is that central clouds are not capable of processing all the data
that is generated. This has resulted in many current IoT-enabled systems producing ‘dark data’
– data that is being created but is not actually being used to generate real business value.
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Many experts fear that the implementation of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning
(ML) technologies could be similarly stifled if the systems that utilize them are only run in
central clouds. Such clouds are suited to storing large amounts of data for model creation and
training. But the applications that run these models in real time often need to be run on the far
edge, very close to where the data is generated, for all the reasons described above (latency,
security, privacy, etc.).
This is why edge computing is truly necessary to unlock the full value of AI and IoT.

Micro Clouds at the Edge
By applying the principles of distributed cloud computing, it is possible to bring many of the
capabilities of central clouds to the far edge. When multiple edge compute units are working
together to solve a problem, we call this a ‘micro cloud’ at the edge.
Diagram 2: Micro clouds at the edge

Micro clouds at the edge can dramatically improve the scalability and reliability of computing
done there. If a node in the micro cloud were to go down or become unavailable, the overall
system would continue to perform. If the requirements for processing data increase over time,
it would be easy to provision another edge node to the micro cloud.

Multi Layers and Central Clouds
Of course, not all computing can or should take place at the far edge. Data centers and central
clouds are particularly adept at longer-term data storage and are the appropriate place to run
many types of enterprise applications such as ERP, CRM, and HRM systems. Effective edge
computing requires effortless compatibility across all required layers of compute capability.
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Diagram 3: Multi layers

Swarm Computing at the Edge
The final mode of edge computing that we sometimes find useful is swarm computing. This is
often seen in situations involving rapidly changing environments involving mobile machines of
some type where extreme flexibility and the most efficient use of computing resources is
required. Now we can visualize all three modes of edge computing.
Diagram 4: Three modes of edge computing
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An example application of swarm computing on the edge could involve a fleet of trucks crossing
the desert. All trucks are outfitted with cameras that are capable of object detection in real
time for safety and security reasons. The truck at the front of the fleet has the best view so the
edge computers on the other trucks are sharing their ‘swarm’ of compute power with it. When
the trucks rearrange and different cameras need more processing power, the edge computing
swarm will reapportion its capabilities as necessary. With the advent of increasing numbers of
mobile and autonomous ‘things’, there is a rapid growth in real-world applications for this
flexible and powerful approach to far edge computing.

Applications of Far Edge Computing
So, who needs computing at the far edge? Consider if the systems you are trying to run have
any of these characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complex environments with many IoT sensors/devices
Often prevented from accessing the public internet
Escalating data flows and dark (unutilized) data
Multiple, siloed systems with disjointed data sources
System reliability is mission critical
Plan for autonomous, intelligent systems with AI/ML

These characteristics cut across many use cases and industries, but many applications are
commonly found in the following domains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Those that make buildings smarter and greener
Systems that manage self-driving fleets of vehicles of any type
Manufacturing operations working to improve quality or efficiency
Solutions that prevent equipment and machines from breaking down
Connected infrastructure such as power grids and communication networks
Systems working to improve human safety or security
Ultimately, any complex system that needs to quickly process data near to where it is
being created

The Disconnected Edge
There are many reasons why an edge computing system may be occasionally or permanently
disconnected from central systems. For example, what happens if:
-

Your electricity generation facility is disconnected from the internet by regulation?
Or your manufacturing plant is not connected to central clouds because of security?
Or your hospital can’t send data outside of its walls for privacy reasons?
Or your offshore rig or ship loses communication in a storm?
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For these reasons, and many similar ones, it is critical that modern edge technologies make it
easy to install, maintain and upgrade systems even while disconnected.
Note that this is rarely an issue at the pilot stage where projects usually have a strong
connection to central systems. It’s only after projects enter the real world that this tends to
become a more significant issue.
Diagram 5: Disconnected edge

To address these issues, Pratexo has developed two patent-pending technologies: a secure
edge manager node and the ability to use swarm computing capabilities to dynamically
configure edge nodes, even while partially or fully disconnected from central systems.
Diagram 6: Addressing the disconnected edge
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Secure Edge Manager:
• Pratexo installation appliance with two physical network interface controllers plus
logical separation
• One to enable external updates
• One configured to communicate with the operational edge network
• Result: flexible but highly controlled access to internal systems
Intelligent Swarm Updates:
• Any edge node is capable of automatically configuring and updating any new nodes
added to the micro cloud
• Result: nodes always up to date
Capabilities like these make it possible to maintain fully-capable edge computing applications,
even while disconnected from central management systems.

Edge Computing Hardware
Organizations are beginning to put in place the edge computing devices necessary to support
complex applications - and even micro clouds - at the far edge. Examples of such devices
include Pratexo edge computing appliances based on the ASUS line of edge computing
hardware. More detailed specifications on the product line are available here:
https://iot.asus.com/products/intelligent-edge-computer/
Diagram 7 – Pratexo Edge Appliances

PE100A Intelligent Gateway
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PE200S/U Edge Computer

PE400D Edge Datacenter
Such systems are pre-installed with the base Pratexo edge software configuration and are
industrial strength, secure, and proven. In addition, the Coral AI TensorFlow processing chip
from Google is also available pre-installed on these devices. For more information on edge
computing hardware of all types, please contact a Pratexo consultant.
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Evolution of Applications on the Edge
As with software running on any general-purpose computing system, software running at the
far edge will need to be maintained, enhanced, and updated continuously over time. This is
especially true as applications are initially launched with basic functionality to deliver rapid
time-to-value, but with the intention of becoming more complex and intelligent over time.
Diagram 8: Application evolution at the edge

A modern edge computing platform makes it easy to ‘start small’ and evolve over time. Often
this may involve a period of recording data at the edge to be used for the training of machine
learning models. Once enough data has been gathered, simple rule-based applications can be
replaced with more intelligent systems.
Because the edge computing system that did the initial data collection is the exact same one
that will ultimately take action based on models trained with that data, there is always perfect
alignment and the potential for continuous optimization over time.
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Required Capabilities of a Far Edge Platform
Although organizational needs and use cases vary widely, it is likely that an edge computing
platform designed to unlock the value of AI and IoT will embody the following characteristics:
Diagram 9: Edge platform capabilities

● It is a complete plug-and-play software solution out of the box, that may also include
certified and tested hardware. All offered as a managed service
● It is quickly and easily customizable to fit your exact (custom) requirements
● It’s flexible and ready to grow as your business needs evolve over time
● It works even if your systems are permanently or occasionally disconnected from the
Internet or central systems due to security, privacy, or other reasons
To enable this, look for these capabilities in an edge platform-as-a-service:
● Configuration: Edge systems are customizable based on a ‘feature map’ of potential
architectural choices
● Simulation: Once an edge architecture is generated, simulations can be run to determine
suitability for particular use cases
● Rapid Provisioning: Platform can quickly be provisioned/deployed to production
● Life Cycle Management: Ongoing maintenance and development is fast and quick
● Monitoring and Optimization: The ability to stream enhancements over time to ensure
optimal performance and application evolution
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Next Steps with Far Edge Computing
As a relatively new field of computing, it is easy to be overwhelmed by all the choices and
technologies involved with edge computing. Therefore, prior to hitting full production levels at
scale, most projects start out as proof of concepts or pilots. But, even with that approach, some
organizations feel the need to learn more about the technologies and potential applications
before diving in.
For this reason, Pratexo is pleased to offer the following classes and workshops. The purpose of
these programs is not to sell Pratexo – it is to ensure participants are appropriately informed
and educated about the underlying technologies related to edge computing, including
applications of IoT and AI at the edge, and the possibilities to use them to implement valuable
solutions that specifically meet the needs of the organization.
Edge Computing Technical Master Class
● Build your team’s expertise in designing and implementing systems involving edge
computing, distributed computing, event-driven architectures, and AI at the edge
● 3-day, intensive learning
Technical Assessment and Use Case Workshop
● Identify and design specific projects to take advantage of edge computing and unlock
the value of AI and IoT in your organization
● Includes technical architecture assessment and 2 x 6-hour workshops
These offerings are independent of each other and do not need to be taken in order, nor is it
necessary to take both. In addition, wide latitude for customization is available based on
individual circumstances and needs. Please contact a Pratexo consultant for more information
and to book a session. To begin a conversation, email hello@pratexo.com.

To the Edge – and Beyond!
We truly hope this white paper on far edge computing in complex environments has proven
eye-opening. Please reach out to Pratexo at any time to discuss how far edge computing can
rapidly unlock the value of AI and IoT in your organization.
Thank you.
Blaine Mathieu
Pratexo CEO
www.pratexo.com
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